
Doing service for humanity 
 
Service on your plane is something you all have within you as a guiding force. It is not 
always as clear to some as it is to others as to what this means. 
 
There are many forms service can come in and this short message, as they all are, is to 
debunk for you some of what you think your service is. Service to yourself means that 
you are always on the leading edge of your own exploration into who you are and into 
your great awakening and far-reaching knowingness and experience. 
 
So first and foremost you always be of service to yourself because you’re the one who 
is creating the reality around you. Now if you take that, separate yourself from others as 
you know how to do when you live on earth, then naturally you have a propensity to 
desire for others the same or greater wisdom than that which you have. The reason this 
is within you is because you love knowing everyone is on their journey. You love 
knowing with kindness and beauty how special it is to recognise in others their own 
awakening. 
 
So your desire for service for humanity is in some way so that you can reflect back to 
you what it is you know of yourself and you wish to see all around you, in some ways. 
Now there are many many entities supporting earth without naming specifically who 
they are or the terms you use for yourselves as you provide service on this planet. 
 
If you could link hands with every entity that has ever supported the earth, there would 
be trillions. So take that concept for a moment and recognise that perhaps the greatest 
service is always going to be that for you and your eternal wisdom and as you grow in 
your own knowingness you link hands with those trillion others that are always in 
service to this beautiful planet, and to many others, for its greatest evolution. 
 
So this is about knowing in some way the selfishness of service and yet in the 
selfishness is self less love for a greater evolution as a whole. So if you take this small 
moment, close your eyes if you choose, and hold hands with the trillions of entities, 
seen and unseen, past, present or future who have, and continue to, support love and 
joyfully offer service to this earth, you will know you are not unique in that journey and 
what you will know for sure is that you are unique in your own. Joy of your own journey 
is only just beginning with the greatest love for you and for all. This is yours to keep and 
to remember. 


